We studied dust environment such as flux, temperature, mass and inclination angle of the cavity structure around the C-rich asymptotic giant branch star in 60 μm and 100 μm wavelengths band using Infrared Astronomical Survey. We observed the data of AGB star having IRAS name 01142+6306 corresponding to R.A.(J2000)= 01 h 17 m 33.504 s and Dec.(J2000)= 63 0 22' 4.98'. Flexible image transport system image was downloaded from Sky View Observatory; we obtained the surrounding flux density using software Aladinv2.5. The dust color average temperature and mass are found to be 25.08 K and 4.73×10 26 kg (0.00024 Mʘ) respectively. The dust color temperature ranges from 18.76 ± 3.16 K to 33.21 ± 4.07 K. The isolated cavity like structure around AGB star has extension 45.67 parsec and contraction 17.02 parsec was observed using detailed calculation. The core region is found to be edge-on having inclination angle 79.46 o .
Introduction
The interstellar medium (ISM) is the low density matter space between star and surrounding. The ISM contains gas in molecular, atomic or ionic form as well as cosmic rays and dust particles. By mass, 99% is gas and 1 % is dust particle [1] . The percentage of gas particle is 91 % Hydrogen, 9 % are Helium and 0.1 % are the atoms of elements heavier than Hydrogen and Helium [2] . The most abundant component in ISM is Hydrogen and its various forms: Molecular form (H2), Neutral form(HI) and ionized form (HII) [3] . ISM environment is slightly different around the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) star as compared to main sequence stars. Stellar wind of AGB, Supergiant interactions with ISM, supernova explosion and releasing matter of planetary nebulae have major roles for the formation of dilute ISM. This thermally unstable star burns vigorously and certainly extinguishes. During thermal pulse He shell performs 10 7 Lʘ for short period and forms convective zones with releasing excessive mass and tremendous amount of energy. This approximate composition of this zone is 25 % Carbon and 75% Helium. Out of this, AGB wind and supergiant interaction plays prominent role for the formation and interaction between ambient ISM and AGB star. During the stellar evolution, when the normal star terminates from the main sequence of HR diagram, star becomes more luminous and red in color. This stage is late stage of stellar evolution, which is generated by finishing Hydrogen (H) fuel and abundant central Helium(He) ash. The asymptotic star evolves when the mass of the star is (1-8) Mʘ and is located at the right and upper part of HR diagram [4] . In this research work we discussed how mass is distributed around AGB star, dust color temperature distribution and cavity like structure gives wide range of area for studying the interaction between ISM and AGB star. Low and Intermediate Mass Star (LIMS) evolve and become Asymptotic Giant Branch stars: luminous (Lstar=10 4 Lʘ), cool (Teff =3000K) giants (Rstar =1 AU), which lose mass at high rates (10 -7 to a few times 10
Mʘ/yr) [5] .
Aryal & Weinberger (2006) discovered a new isolated interstellar nebula (RA = 08 h 27 m (J2000), Dec = +25°54' (J2000)) found at 60 m and 100 m on IRAS maps. It has dimensions of ~140' × 70' and a cone-like shape, suggesting interaction with ambient interstellar matter or external radiation field [6] . They used similar method for as we have using calculating dust color temperature and found that the southern nucleus is about 34±4 K temperature of its northern counterpart 32±4 K. The eastern filamentary structures are slightly cooler (20±2 K) than the western filamentary structures (26±3 K) [6] . Again similar work done by Jha et al.(2017) in KK loops and pulsar coordinates [7] .
Here we have presented work related to asymptotic giant branch star by using similar methods. AGB stars are generally classified as Oxygen-rich (M-type) or Carbon-rich (C-type) based on the chemistry and composition of the photosphere and/or the outer envelope [5] . We have investigate the surrounding temperature, mass and cavity around the C-rich AGB star CGCS201 at a distance 4.49 kpc [8] and lies at galactic latitude 0.645 0 using IRAS survey [9] . We have uses method developed by Henning et. al. (1990) and Hildebrand et al.(1983) [10] data are obtained and cross checked from SkyView Virtual Observatory [10] and SIMBAD [11] respectively.
Material and Methods
Infrared Astronomical Satellite Survey (IRAS) mission performed very precise, sensitive of sky survey at 12 μm, 25 μm, 60 μm and 100 μm. The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) mission was a combined effort and joint project by the United States (NASA), the Netherlands (NIVR), and the United Kingdom (SERC) [6] . This satellite configuration and survey were optimized for maximally reliable captures of point sources for ten months in 1983, IRAS captured more than 95%. Here most of the sky survey and images has been taken from SkyView Virtual observatory [9] .
We scanned 12 μm, 25 μm, 60 μm, 100 μm IRAS survey using Virtual Sky View Observatory [10] [8] . The FITS image is capable of carrying the physical information (flux density) at our region of interest.
We tagged 225 pixels at 60 micron and 100 micron to get the relative flux density. The nature of contour depends upon whether the formation of cavity is isolated or not. Also the ambient pixels and tagging depends upon the probable location of our AGB star.
Theory

1 Dust Color Temperature Estimation
The flux density of emission at a wavelength λi is given by Schnee et al. (2005) [12] .
Where N d represents column density of dust grains, α is a constant that relates the flux to the optical depth of the dust, β is the emissivity spectral index and Ω i is the solid angle subtended at λi by the detector. Following [13] , we use the equation
To describe the observed inverse relationship between termperature and emissivity spectral index. Here δ and are free parameters. Dupace et al. (2003) [13] found that the temperature dependence of the emissivity spectral index fits very well with the hyperbolic approximating function. Considering temperature as an independent variable, the best fit gives δ = 0.40 ± 0.02 and = 0.0079±0.0005K -1 , with the χ 2 /degree of freedom=120/120. With the assumption that the dust emission is optically thin at 60 μm and 100 μm and Ω 60 ≅ Ω 100 , we can write the ratio, R, of the flux densities at 60 μm and 100 μm as
Once the approximate value of β is known , one can use equation (3) to derive Td. The value of β depends on such dust grain properties as composition, size and compactness. For reference, a pure blackbody would have β=0, the amorphous layer-lattice matter has β ~ 1 and the metals and crystalline dielectrics have β ~ 2 [13] . For a smaller value of Td, 1 can be dropped form both numerator and denominator of equation (3) and it takes the form
To determine the dust color temperature we required the flux densities at 60 μm to 100 μm. The dust temperature Td in each pixel of a FITS image can be obtained by assuming that the dust in a single beam is isothermal and that the observed ratio of 60 μm to 100 μm emission is due to black body radiation from dust grains at Td, modified by a power law of spectral emissivity index. Taking natural logarithm on both sides of equation (4), we find the expression used for the dust temperature estimation as [13] ,
where
Here F(60µm) and F(100µm) are the flux densities in 60 µm and 100 µm respectively [13] .
Dust Mass Estimation
The dust masses are estimated from the IR flux densities. The resulting dust mass depends on the physical and chemical properties of the dust -grains. The dust masses are estimated using (Hildebrand 1983) [10]; = 
Where, = Weighted grain size = 0.1 μm = Grain density= 3000
= grain emissivity = 0 .0010 for 100μm and 0.0046 for 60μm respectively [15] . F = total flux density of the region whose mass is to be determined, F = × 5.288 × 10 −9 / = distance of the structure ( , )= Planck's function [10] . where, ℎ = Planck's constant, = velocity of light, = frequency at which the emission is observed & = the average temperatures of the region. Using values of different parameters equation (7) takes the form.
The distance D and co-ordinate was taken from the source of catalogue paper [8] .
We use the equation (8) for the calculation of the dust mass.
Inclination
Inclination angle is the angle between line of sight and the plane of celestial object projected in the sphere. Holmberg (1946) [16] established a simple model to find the inclination angle of celestial objects. Holmberg equation is the relation between the axial ratio ( b/a ) and the inclination angle (i), the angle between the line of sight and normal to the galactic plane. The flatness factor (q * ) = 0.33 is assumed by considering oblate spheroid. In this case, the equation of the ellipse can be written as 
The equation of the tangent at point P is
where, = (90 − ) = and y-intercept OQ = yo Solving above equations, we get 
The line touches the ellipse at only one point P, if 
is called 'Holmberg Formula' for inclination angle [16] .
Result and Discussion
1 Flux Density Variation
The best fit line between F60 and F100 with error 0.02, slope of the linear fitted line is 0.28 whereas the coefficient of determination is 0.68. It gives average value of temperature nearly 25.08 K. Again coefficient of determination shows the square of the correlation between 100 μm flux density and 60 μm as shown in Fig. 3 . It indicates inside the cavity region flux density data follows best fit condition nearly 68%. The slope of flux at 60 μm and 100 μm is calculated in equation (6) . The nonlinear phenomenon is due to the rapid increase in flux at intersecting point between extension (AB) and contraction (CD) as shown in Fig.6 .
We studied the contour map of flux density with respect to right ascension and declination as shown in Fig.4(b) . The violet color represents the minimum flux and red color represents higher flux density region around AGB star. It has been observed that two cavity was formed by the central and dense flux region around carbon star : IRAS 01142+6306. 
Gaussian Plot of Temperature and Mass
We have plotted the Gaussian plot of dust color temperature and dust mass. The Gaussian center is found to be 23.76 K which is near to the average value of temperature the region i.e. 25.08 K. Here number of pixels corresponding to average value of temperature is maximum. The relatively lower value of temperature leads low value of error suggest that uniformity and consistency in temperature. The sharpness in curve represents dust color temperature of the pixels in the cavity region are found to be near to the average temperature. The graph between the number of the pixels and temperature is slightly positively skewed. Similarly we obtained the information about dust mass distribution. The Gaussian area of dust mass was found to be 2.10×10 28 kg, whereas Gaussian center 4.06×10 26 kg. The Gaussian average represents the most abundant pixel dust mass around the star CGCS201. The non-uniform (right skewed) distribution of dust mass shows that there is fluctuation in density which implies that the ISM grains are in the form of inhomogeneous distribution of ISM matter within region of interest.
Contour Plot of Mass and Temperature
The distribution of the Right ascension and Declination with the dust color temperature and dust mass has been plotted as shown in Fig. 5 . The contour plot of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) shows the nearly inverse relationship between the mass and temperature.
The average dust mass inside the structure is found to be (0.00024)Mʘ. We found the minimum mass at the high temperature region. And mass is highly concentrated at the right side of the neck of the cavity structure.
The continuous distribution of the temperature with at given right ascension and declination is shown in the Fig. 5 (b) . By using origin 8.0 the three dimensional plot has displayed. There is rise in temperature from violet to red color. The temperature has lies within the range 18.76 ± 3.16 K to 33.21 ± 4.07 K. There is nearly inverse relation between the mass distribution and temperature distribution at different pixel coordinate. We found the temperature is high at the intersecting points of cavity, which have high flux density. 
Isolated cavity structure & inclination angle
We proceed a systematic search using FITS image from which we discovered two differently isolated cavity in 60 μm and 100 μm IRAS map around AGB star named as IRAS 01142+6306 or CGCS 201 having R.A./Dec.(J2000): 01 h 17 m 33:504 s +63 0 22' 4.98''. We have used Aladinv2.5 to find the closed loop for region of interest. The closed loop having extension i.e. we called major diameter 34.96'(45.67 parsec) and contraction i.e. minor diameter 13.03'(17.02 parsec) was found using Aladinv2.5. The region of interest or ambient medium is sketched. The shape and contour of the loop depends upon the flux distribution around AGB star and contour level. Different color flux density shows variation physical parameters around the region of interest. Here diameter AB representing major diameter and CD is minor diameter interestingly maximum flux is found at their intersecting point. Hence from this observation we have major axis (a) = 45.67 pc, minor axis (b) = 17.02 pc and the value of intrinsic flatness q = 0.33 as suggested by Holmberg (1946) for oblate spheroid structure then using equation (13) inclination angle found to be 79.46 o . The inclination angle of the core region greater than 70 o suggesting edge-on appearance.
Conclusion
This work contributed following understanding.
• We studied (100 μm and 60 μm) IRAS survey using Virtual SkyView Observatory, SIMBAD and other platform. 26 kg (0.00024Mʘ) respectively. Due to more temperature difference, we realized that star is in late AGB phase.
• Environment around IRAS 01142+6306 shows dust color temperature and dust mass of the structure which indicates a very good agreement with Gaussian distribution, and contour maps follows as expected trend slightly variation due to region affected by surrounding high pressure events. By using linear fitting between 60 μm and 100 μm we found slope 0.28(with Error 0.02) which gives average temperature and coefficient of determination 0.68 which is nearly 1 gives 68% best fit. This suggests that there is linearly change in flux density. The data scattered above the line is due to the rapid increase in flux at intersecting points of two diameters inside the contour map.
• The inclination angle of the core region of IRAS 01142+6306 was found to be79.46 o , suggesting edge-on appearance and size of the structure found to be 45.67 pc ×17.02 pc.
